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INTERNATIONAL ATHLETE LICENCE 2023 

OBLIGATIONS OF IFSC MEMBER FEDERATION 

 

By applying for an International Athletes’ Licence, I, Member Federation, acknowledge the rules of IFSC. As a 
Member Association whose competitors apply for an International Athletes’ Licence I undertake: 

- to inform the IFSC immediately of any change of the competitor’s details given above; 

- to provide all whereabouts information concerning its athletes requested by the IFSC (or the IFSC Rules) during and 
out of competitions; 

- to inform the IFSC immediately of any adverse analytical finding from doping tests of any athlete and of disciplinary 
proceedings in connection with such; 

- to start on request of IFSC without delay disciplinary proceedings against any competitor who has been subject to 
an adverse analytical finding from a doping test and to keep the IFSC fully informed about the progress of any such 
proceedings; 

- to ensure that the competitor has been physically examined by a qualified medical practitioner and declared fit to 
compete in International climbing competitions; 

- to constantly monitor the physical fitness of these competitors, in order that the competitors do not take part in 
competitions for which their fitness is in doubt; 

- to ensure that these competitors are fully and properly insured for personal accident and medical risks including 
for repatriation.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

- All competitors (including youth categories competitors, refer IFSC Rules for the category list) competing in 
International Climbing competitions must be in possession of an International Licence issued by the IFSC; 

- Those competitors for whom their belonging Federations have not applied for an International Licence will NOT be 
allowed to compete in IFSC approved events; 

- In connection with IFSC Medical Commission Evaluations (Health, well-being + injury prevention), the National 
Federation agrees to comply with such regulation. In case of failure to comply with such policy, the National 
Federation accepts that sanctions and restriction to access competitions might be applied to the athlete and/or the 
Federation. 

- Validity of each licence expires at the end of the current calendar year; 

- Each year, before the first competition of the season (or before the first competition of the season in which their 
competitors intend to participate), every Federation shall apply for new licences or for renewal of existing ones, all 
in written and using this form. Forms without the seal and the signature of the applying Federation and of the 
competitors shall not be taken into consideration.  

- 2023 Annual Licence fee: 35 €/competitor, for both new and renewed licences. These fees are to be paid upon 
receipt of the relevant invoice, at the end of the season. 

Therefore, 

By clicking “I hereby confirm to have read, understood and agreed to the International Athlete Licence” on the IFSC 
Result System, you are undersigning this document.  

   

The Licence will be considered valid only when its status on the IFSC Results System appears as CONFIRMED after 
both the Member Federation and the Athlete have confirmed it. 


